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Book reviews


Despite the fact that the concept of 'perinatal medicine' has met with general acceptance, at least as an idea, there remains a temptation, to which most of us succumb on occasion, to regard the existence of the newborn infant as having begun on the labour ward. It is true that at present we are rather limited in what we can discover about the prenatal 'past history' of the individual baby, but there is now a mass of information about the common past of all babies which is the key to understanding postnatal adaptation and many neonatal conditions, and is therefore fundamental to the practice of neonatal paediatrics.

Unfortunately, because advances in knowledge in this field have been so rapid and so much based on animal work (of which none but the truly informed are in a position to assess the relevance), it has hitherto been no easy task for the interested clinician to accumulate a useful body of information. That is why this book, which gathers together in one volume authoritative reviews of many of the most important areas of maternal-fetal physiology and medicine, is so welcome.

The topics covered include maternal-fetal immunological interaction; fetal breathing and lung maturation; fetal cardiovascular control; fetal, placental, and maternal hormones; many aspects of fetal growth and metabolism and maternal-fetal exchange; the effects of hypoxia on the fetal brain; sexual differentiation; maternal and fetal acid base balance; and, if this is not enough to whet the appetite, there is also an extremely well illustrated chapter of antenatal diagnosis by ultrasound and two quite comprehensive chapters on fetal monitoring.

One aspect of the brief given to contributors seems to have been not only to review the best of the published reports in their field but also to make a definite attempt to bridge the gap between basic science and clinical practice. The considerable extent to which many of them have succeeded in this task adds greatly to the relevance of the book to the practising paediatrician.

Each chapter is very adequately referenced, and the balance between text, diagrams, and tables has been well judged. A lot of effort has gone into the layout and presentation which makes the book a pleasure to read, although perhaps the index would benefit from expansion.

Sadly, the price will inevitably make many people think twice about obtaining a personal copy. We can only hope that by the time the next edition is ready, which in view of the pace of development in this field will hopefully not be too many years hence, exchange rates will be more favourable.

P R F DEAR


Recent Advances in Paediatrics does not need a review; successive volumes have established the series as obligatory reading for paediatricians. We have come to expect authoritative, interesting, and relevant accounts of progress and although the new editor, Professor Roy Meadow, comments that over recent years there have been few sensational advances in paediatric practice, his choice of subjects and authors makes this volume worthy of its predecessors.

What is provided for our bedtime reading? Some chapters give practical advice about common or worrying problems: when to start and stop anticonvulsants, approach and duration of antibiotic treatment, management of hypertension, the wheezy infant, and dietary management of diabetes. In others we are guided through confusing country: carrier detection and genetic disorders, food allergy, investigation of gastrointestinal disease, and screening for cystic fibrosis. Perhaps the most exciting advances of recent years are in the field of genetics and we are given a fascinating glimpse of these in a chapter on the new genetics and prevention of disease.

Best of all are two essays that delight by their revelations of unorthodox and stimulating minds. 'Ethical trends in modern paediatrics' by Professor John Davis and 'Factitious illness – the hinterland of child abuse' by the editor himself.

But what is omitted? Chapters on newborn care no longer belong to this volume as there is now a series of Recent Advances in Perinatal Medicine. It is disappointing, however, that explorations into community care, the changing epidemiology of childhood illness, sexual abuse and psychiatric illness, and paediatric care in the developing world receive no mention. There is no shortage of subjects for volume 8 in this series and we hope that Professor Meadow is already planning it.

J M PARKIN


It was a pleasure to review this book, and its publication a few months before the death of the author was a fitting farewell for a distinguished and admired paediatrician.

There are 24 chapters: some are quite short while the longer ones are carefully divided into sections and subsections so that it is very easy to find what is said on a particular topic. Although there is constant reference to work in developing countries and many of the references cited originate there, this is also the work of a European paediatrician—the failure to thrive of heart disease and of cerebral disorders is discussed, but there is nothing on the light for gestational age baby. Some chapters have clinical titles for example 'Clinical manifestations . . .' other pathophysiological ones such as 'Renal function', or 'The endocrine glands . . .' but in fact many of them are a successful amalgam of the pathophysiological and clinical for example 'Carbohydrate metabolism' includes a detailed discussion of the problem of hypoglycaemia. One feels the hand of the experienced clinician well steeped in the physiology of his subject. Indeed this combination is the strength of the book—a fusion which has been less apparent in other books on the subject in recent years.

In contrast, perhaps, one criticism is the small amount of epidemiological data included, which are mostly limited to the long term studies of brain function, and so

This is the 13th volume in a series on Pediatric and Adolescent Endocrinology. The editors have brought together contributions from several highly experienced authors to provide a successful, up to date account of adrenal disorders in children.

There are three sections entitled 'Enzymatic defects of steroidogenesis'; 'Adrenal insufficiency'; and 'Disorders of adrenal regulation and secretion'. As expected, congenital adrenal hyperplasia accounts for more than half the content. Dr New introduces and reviews 21-hydroxylase deficiency, the most frequent cause of this disorder. Emphasis is placed on HLA linkage studies, heterozygote detection, screening, and the variation in phenotypic expression of the enzyme defect. She and her colleagues must take credit for their enormous contribution to our understanding of this condition in recent years. There is a comprehensive review of 11β-hydroxylase deficiency based on a large series of patients studied in Israel. Other, even rarer adrenal enzyme defects are each described in turn, but of necessity the information is anecdotal. In my view the editors should not have included 17.20 desmolase and 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase deficiencies, which are primarily disorders of gonadal steroidogenesis.

The association between autoimmune adrenal disease and other endocrinopathies is described clearly as is premature adrenarche (by Dr Pang), which is succinct and non-controversial. I was pleased to see reported the results of a questionnaire sent by Dr Korth-Schutz to members of the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology on the difficult subject of childhood Cushing's disease and syndrome, but would have preferred more clarity in some of the tabulated results. I am surprised there is no separate contribution on the assessment and management of steroid induced adrenal insufficiency. Nevertheless, the book is essential reading for paediatric endocrinologists even though the price is rather exorbitant. Biochemists, geneticists, and even adult endocrinologists will find this volume a valuable source of information.


Many paediatricians will spend a proportion of their time caring for physically disabled children and in doing so will work with other professionals who care for the child, in the child development centre or school. This book will help all those who care for such children and indeed all those professionals are represented as contributors to chapters. It is a very valuable book containing in one volume a profusion of advice and information previously scattered in journals, pamphlets, or textbooks. Consequently the book can serve as a source of reference and ideas on the methods of solving problems, in particular disabling conditions in individual children. It can also be read through with great profit to the paediatrician, who often has only a perfunctory knowledge of what his colleague in physiotherapy, occupational or speech therapy, orthopaedic surgery, and orthotics is doing.

The book is written by the team at Chailey Heritage Hospital School and starts with a review of the young child with handicap. It continues with multi-author chapters on differing conditions: cerebral palsy, neuromuscular disorders, spina bifida, neurogenic bladder etc, and includes Chailey Heritage's special expertise with limb deficiency and arthropathies. The use of a number of authors for each chapter is unusual but is successful and the multidisciplinary view proceeds smoothly through each. There are helpful and instructive chapters on seating, wheelchair selection, orthotics, and communication aids, and the role of the rehabilitation engineer is included together with that of the educationalist and social worker. The scope of the book is completed by Chapters on the problems of everyday living facing the adolescent and school leaver. The book contains a wealth of detail and my only suggestion for a minor improvement in its content would be to include more practical advice on how to obtain (and pay for!) some of the various aids recommended.

Overall this is an admirable book. It should be recommended thoroughly to each child development centre and school for physically disabled or mentally handicapped children, where all therapists, psychologists, and teachers will find it helpful. It may be of interest to parents, although it seems mainly directed at professionals. Any paediatrician or therapist dealing with physically disabled children should have a copy readily at hand.